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RESEARCH ON SLOVENE IMMIGRATION TO 
THE UNITED STATES: 

PAST ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Matjai Klemencic 

There are a number of stages in the history of Slovene immigration to the United States. 
each with its own characteristics: I) the immigrant pioneers. beginning with Bishop Baraga 
and his missionaries; 2) the stage of mass immigration. 1880-1924; 3) the stage of restricted 
immigration. 1924-1941 (when the main. almost the only. reason for immigration was 
family reunion); 4) the stage of political immigration. 1945-1955; and 5) the last stage. that 
of family reunion and also illegal immigration. since 1955. The scholarly and popular 
literature written at each stage reflects the characteristics of that stage. 

A number of bibliographers have been productive in publishing Slovene emigration 
bibliography. The current Slovenska hihliograjija includes everything written in Slovene 
on the topic that is known and accessible to bibliographers. but excludes works written in 
other languages. and is not therefore remains complete. especially with regard to Slovene 
emigration. I Schlebinger's bibliography does include Slovene-American printed materials. 
books and articles about Slovene Americans. but it too is incomplete. 0 The late Joze Bajec 
researched Slovene newspapers and Slovene immigrants' printed materials: but his bibliog
raphy is limited to newspapers preserved in Slovene libraries and is also incomplete. 3 

On the American side. the following bibliographies represent important contributions: 
Henry Christian·s. on works by and about Adamic-l; Adam S. Eterovich·s. on works about 
Yugoslavs in the U.S.A. and Canada'; and Joseph Dwyer·s. published by the Immigration 
Research Center at the University of Minnesota." The last-named. like those mentioned 
above. is incomplete: it includes only articles published in three Slovene-American calen
dars. the Slovenski koledar published by the Slovenska izseljenska matica. and covers the 
microfilmed newspapers and other collections housed in the Immigration History Research 
Center. 

Popular and popular-scholarly books written about Slovene missionaries. Baraga in 
particular. have been written from the 19th century right up to our own day. Thus. the first 
book about Bishop Baraga and the 'missionary period' in the history of Slovene immigra
tion to the U.S.A. was published in the 1890s. Very productive in this respect were two 
periods: the time after World War I. and a more recent period. preceding Baraga's 
beatification. Very good books on this subject appeared in both Rome and Ljubljana. 7 

Other Slovene missionaries have attracted considerable attention from researchers. 8 

There is extensive published research on problems relating to Slovene-American social
ists. dating from the early immigration period. In this respect. especially important are 
Janez Stanonik's studies on Smolnikar and his and Marijan Britovsek's on Filster." The 
question of continuity comes to mind here. since this early immigration period had only a 
relatively modest effect on the later mass immigration. At that time. information on 
America was available in Slovenia when. in accord with appeals by the priests. money was 
collected among the faithful for missionaries in America; the early Slovene-American 
socialists. however. published all their material exclusively in German. and had no impact 
on the later course of mass immigration. 

The first large-scale work dealing with the history of Slovene immigration to the U.S. A. 
dates from before World War I. namely. the Carinthian Slovene priest Jurij Trunk's 
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Amerika in Amerikanci. Besides a general sketch of the subject, it surveys Slovene 
immigration to the U.S.A. according to numerous individual settlements. 10 In 1925 the 
Slovenska Narodna Podporna Jednota published a similar book, written by Joze Zavertnik, 
a sociali st and editor of its magazine Prosveta. I I These two works are still considered an 

indispensable source for every historian of Slovene immigration to the U.S.A. Other 
sources deserving mention are the following: Arnez's monographs on the Slovenes in the 
Eastern States; Emily Green Balch's Our Slavic Fellow Citi::ens, which deals inter alia 
with Slovenes, and the Siovenski biografski leksikon and various Slovene encyclopedias, 
with notes on Slovene immigrants between the World Wars. 1

0 
The commemorative books 

that were published in the U.S.A. on the occasions of various anniversaries are also useful, 
but mostly as sources of information; they are not considered scholarly. 

Since World War II , interest in immigration and attendant problems has increased, both 
in general and with respect to Slovenes . In the 1960s the Slovenian Research Center of 

America was established by Edward G. Gobetz, the first person to begin collecting 
materials on Slovene immigration to the U.S.A. Gobetz, professor of sociology and 
anthropology at Kent State University, and the editor of books on the Slovene heritage, is 
its director and sole employee. His approach and interpretation of data tend to be more 
popular than scholarly. Unfortunately, the materials he has collected in so timely a manner, 

with so much hard work and at so much financial cost, are not easy of access to the general 
scholarly public, being housed in the basement of his home. Unfortunately, also, Gobetz 
limits his published research to the more successful individual Slovenes only, and is silent 
about Slovene organizations. Also , the eventual fate of all this archival material is uncer
tain; it is to be hoped that they will be microfilmed and the microfilms lodged with some 
American Archive. 13 

In Slovenia in the 1960s, the Slovene Academy of Arts and Sciences established a 
scholarly center for research on Slovene immigration, now called the Institute for Slovene 
Emigration. 14 Until 1981, however, this center had no regular employees and was unable 
to produce scholarly works. In 1979 an interdisciplinary team to research this subject was 

established at the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Ljubljana University, and J. Petrie (who 
was then working for the Slovenska izseljenska matica) wrote her master's thesis on the 
literary value of Louis Adamie' s works. 15 Under this aegis, from 1979 through 1983 M. 

Klemencic (with assistance from colleagues in America , including some of non-Slovene 
descent) researched the life and work of Adamic; this work culminated in two symposia , 
one in Ljubljana, the other at the University of Minnesota. 16 Adamic's activieties during 

World War II , which were conditioned by specific political circumstances , and his post
war activity in support of the National Liberation Struggle in Yugoslavia, gave rise to many 

controversial views and an interesting discussion. Hence, the research into Adamic was 
later extended to cover the attitudes of all American Slovenes towards World War II, 
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resulting in Klemencic's doctoral dissertation. 17 Janja Zitnik, who works at the Institute for 
Slovene Emigration, is writing her master's thesis on Adamic' s work "Eagle and the 

Roots. " 
During the last decade, problems of Slovene immigration to the U.S.A. have been 

discussed at various international migration conferences by Joze Velikonja and the present 
author. 18 'Slovenes also hold a notable place in the Harvard Encyclopedia of Ethnic 
Groups , 19 and are one of the ethnic groups described in Eva Morawska' s recent mono

graph , a ' community study ' of Johnstown , PA. "O At the most recent conference of 
migration historians, held at the University of Minnesota, the issue was rai sed as to whether 
community studies can be considered part of migration history research: the fact that 
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Morawska viewed Central and East Europeans as one ethnic entity composed of eight 
ethnic sub-groups made her work questionable from the viewpoint of migration historians. 
In Johnstown, the characteristics of Slovenes differ considerably from the present author 
were successful, too, in writing critical analyses of U.S. censuses from 1910 through 1980, 
with respect to the question of the numbers of persons whose mother tongue or whose 
ancestry was Slovene. 21 The choice of authors for historical surveys of American Slovenes 
and their organization was, however, not always fortunate. For example, Stipanovich's 
hi story of the Slovene National Benefit Society, an undertaking that cost a great deal of 
money, is only a summary of the minutes of that Society's conventions, presented in a 
well-written framework of general American history. 22 In contrast, Toussaint Hocevar has 
dealt with the problem of the establishment of Slovene fraternal organizations, and also 
with the influence of Czech Americans in their foundation ; and he has also dealt with the 
settlement of Slovene protestants in colonial Georgia. '3 

It is undeniable that a wide gap exists between so-called liberal and socialist American 
Slovenes on the one hand, and so-called Catholic American Slovenes on the other; and that 
this gap has widened since World War II. Nevertheless, bridges are being built, and we 
may dare to envisage a history of American Slovenes that will include the achievements of 
both groups. As a basis, a number of memoirs have already been published in the U.S .A., 
the one by Ivan Molek being a good example. '4 

In Slovenia there are today a number of groups involved in the study of the history of 
American Slovenes. At the University of Maribor, the present writer is now occupied in 
collecting materials for a bibliography of articles on American Slovenes published in the 
1880-1940 period in Slovene newspapers. He and hi s students have checked most of the 
issues of 'Slovenec ' and of 'Slovenski narod' , and conclude that these two newspapers' 
interest in American Slovenes was exceptionally wide; the number of bibliographical units 
found to date is close to 10,000 25 At the same university Judy Sheppard-Kegel wrote her 
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master' s thesis on language use among American Slovenes , and Nada Sabec is writing a 
doctoral dissertation with the working title "Functional and structural constraints on 
bilingual code-switching in the speech of American Slovenes." The rather complex prob
lem of post-war immigration is also being investigated, and a survey of Yugoslav-U.S. 
relations is being prepared. 

At the University of LjUbljana a group of ethnology students has worked for two years 
on different aspects of the lives of American Slovenes. A few honours papers resulted from 
these efforts; the most noteworthy , despite numerous errors, is the one by Sulic. 26 J. Petrie 
(cf. above) is writing her doctoral di ssertation on autobiographies of Slovene immigrants 
to the U.S.A. 

Within the framework of research into Slovene immigration to the United States, from 
the times of the first mass migrations to the present, it will be necessary to write-among 
other things-historical surveys of fraternal benefit societies other than the two largest ones 
mentioned above. It will be necessary, also, to study the history of the cultural activities of 
American Slovenes, especially in the larger centers of settlement. To this end, we should 
take into consideration both the work of the Slovene Section of the Yugoslav Socialist 
Alliance and its cultural institutions, and the work of the Slovene Catholic Church in the 
U.S.A.; of especial importance are Slovene parishes , since during the 1920s the Slovene 
Catholic Church was in charge of 3000 children who, inter alia, learned Slovene in 
parochial schools. It will be necessary to research the activity of American Slovenes in 
building churches and in establishing National Homes. Completely unresearched hitherto 
is the history of Slovene entrepreneurship: contrary to popular views, we find among 
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immigrants between 1880 and 1924 a considerable number of Slovene entrepreneurs. On 
the basi s of advertisements. at least. it will be possible to assess the number of Slovenes 
successful in this area, especially in smaller towns such as Joliet IL. Cannonsburgh PA. and 
so on. American Slovenes have also been quite succssful in the cultural, scholarly ans 
sporting life of the U.S.A.: successful individuals are portrayed in Gobetz' s Slovenian 
Heritage J. Also to be researched is the history of successful American Slovenes in public 
life. There have been one U.S. senator and five former U.S. congressmen. and there are 
three current U.S. congressmen. of Slovene descent. c7 Also to be researched are the lives 
of American Slovenes at lower levels in state. county and city public life: especially in 
smaller towns settled by Slovenes. there have been and still are many local Slovene 
American politicians: and this is true for the whole historical period since the l860s. 

There is, therefore. plenty of work for researchers into the history of Slovene Americans. 
Even today there exist 200 regi stered Slovene organizations in the U.S.A. whose task is the 
preservation of Slovene culture. cX We therefore have a twofold task. On the one hand. we 
should investigate the hi story of American Slovenes according to their original settlements . 
using as sources the Community Studies. and including in our research all the aspects of life 
mentioned above. Ideally. we should study settlement-level history in each of the thirty
five states concerned, fini shing with thirty-five monographs: but this is not possible; rather. 
we must continue the work begun so successfully by Arnez and Gobetz at the level of 
Community Studies. c9 On the other hand, we have to compose an internal synthesis of 
Slovene immigration to the U.S.A. which will include all aspects of their hi story. The 
works by Trunk and Zavertnik were excellent, but 60-70 years have passed since they were 
published: a great deal. surely. has happened since that time. In addition. progress has been 
made in the discicpline of migration studies. It is now time to start thinking about a new 
book. one which will synthesize Slovene migration to America. (Of course. Trunk's and 
Zavertnik's methodology - contacting individual s in different settlements by letter - is no 
longer applicable.) Further. such a book should not survey the different places of settle
ment, but should be subdivided according to individual aspects of Slovene-American 
problems. Community Studies should be of great help in thi s regard; such Studies will 
continue to be used subsequently. and will serve as a means of evaluating this synthesis. 

Univerza v Mariboru 
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POVZETEK 

Avtor obravnava dosezke dosedanjih raziskav na podroi'ju proui'evanja problematike slovenskega izsel
jenstva v ZDA. S to tematiko so se ukvarjali raziskovalci na Filozofskifakulteti Univerze Edvarda Kardelja 
v Ljubljani, na Pedagoski fakulteti Univerze v Mariboru, raziskovalci na Slovenski akademiji znanosti in 
umetnosti v Ljubljani ter posamezniki iz vrst slovenskih izseljencev, univerzitetnih ui'iteljev in privatnih 
raziskavalcev. V zadnjih petih letih je bila na to temo obranjena ena doktorska disertacija in napisana ena 
magistrska naloga. Avtor se ukvarja tudi s smernicami bodoi'ega raziskovanja slovenskega izseljenstva in 
poudarja nujnost celostnega in poglobljenega raziskovanja. 


